
Entropy-Preserving Cuttings and Space-E�cientPlanar Point LocationSunil Arya� Theocharis Malamatos� David M. MountyAbstractPoint location is the problem of preprocessing a planarpolygonal subdivision S into a data structure in order todetermine e�ciently the cell of the subdivision that containsa given query point. Given the probabilities pz that thequery point lies within each cell z 2 S, a natural questionis how to design such a structure so as to minimize theexpected-case query time. The entropy H of the probabilitydistribution is the dominant term in the lower bound on theexpected-case search time. Clearly the number of edges nof the subdivision is a lower bound on the space required.There is no known approach that simultaneously achievesthe goals of H + o(H) query time and O(n) space. In thispaper we introduce entropy-preserving cuttings and showhow to use them to achieve query time H+o(H), using onlyO(n log� n) space.1 IntroductionPlanar point location is an important problem in com-putational geometry. We are given a polygonal subdi-vision S consisting of n edges, and the goal is to pro-duce a data structure so that, given any query point q,the polygonal cell of the subdivision containing q can becomputed e�ciently. The �rst worst-case optimal resultin the area was Kirkpatrick's elegant method based onhierarchical triangulations [9], which supported queryprocessing in O(logn) time using O(n) space. This wasfollowed by a number of other optimal methods withbetter practical performance including the layered-DAGof Edelsbrunner, Guibas, and Stol� [7], searching insimilar lists by Cole [6], the method based on persis-tent search trees by Sarnak and Tarjan [13], and therandomized incremental method of Mulmuley [12] andSeidel [14]. The question of the exact constant factorin query time was raised in work by Goodrich, Orletsky�Department of Computer Science, The Hong Kong Universityof Science and Technology, Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, HongKong. Email: farya,tmalamatg@cs.ust.hk. Research supportedin part by a grant from the Hong Kong Research Grants Council.yDepartment of Computer Science and Institute for AdvancedComputer Studies, University of Maryland, College Park, Mary-land. Email: mount@cs.umd.edu. Research supported in part bythe National Science Foundation under grant CCR{9712379.

and Ramaiyer [8] and was solved by Adamy and Sei-del [1], who showed that point location queries can beanswered in log2 n+ 2plog2 n+ o(plogn) time.All of this work was done in terms of worst-casequery times. In many applications, point locationqueries tend to be clustered in regions of greater interest.This raises the question of whether it is possible touse the knowledge of the query distribution to improveexpected-case query time. We model this by assumingthat for each cell z 2 S we are given the probabilitypz that a query point lies in z. We assume that theprobability that the query point lies on an edge or vertexof the subdivision or lies outside the subdivision is zero.The entropy of the S, denoted H throughout, isde�ned entropy(S) = H = Xz2S pz log(1=pz):(We use log to denote the base-2 logarithm.) For the 1-dimensional restriction of this problem, a classical resultdue to Shannon implies that the expected number ofcomparisons needed to answer such queries is at leastas large as the entropy of the probability distribution[10, 15]. Mehlhorn [11] showed that it is possible tobuild a binary search tree whose expected search timeis at most H + 2.Arya, Cheng, Mount, and Ramesh [2] showed thatfor subdivisions consisting of convex polygons, assum-ing that the x and y coordinates of the query point arechosen independently from some probability distribu-tion, the entropy bound can be achieved to within aconstant multiplicative factor (2 using quadratic spaceand about 4 using linear space). These results werestrengthened by Arya, Malamatos, and Mount [3] forthe case of polygonal subdivisions in which each cellhas constant complexity. They presented an algorithmwhich answers queries in H+O(H2=3+1) expected timeand O(n logn) space. Recently the same authors havegiven a simple weighted variant of the randomized in-cremental algorithm and shown that it answers queriesin O(H) expected time and O(n) space [4]. This leavesopen the question of whether there exists a linear spacedata structure that can answer queries in H + o(H) ex-pected time.1



In this paper we come very close to this goal bypresenting a data structure that uses O(n log� n) spaceand whose expected-case query time is H + O(H2=3 +1). Our methods are loosely based on an idea ofGoodrich, Orletsky and Ramaiyer [8] (also used byAdamy and Seidel [1]) to use �-cuttings to reduce thespace requirements. Given a subdivision S with n edges,and a parameter r � 1, a (1=r)-cutting is a partition ofthe plane into O(r) trapezoids such that the interior ofeach trapezoid is intersected by at most n=r edges of S.If numeric weights are assigned to the edges, then thiscan be generalized to a weighted (1=r)-cutting, wherenow the total weight of edges intersecting any trapezoidis at most W=r, where W is the total weight of all theedges. However, this partitioning process may re�nethe subdivision in a way that signi�cantly increases itsentropy, and this increases the expected query time. Animportant contribution of this paper is the notion of anentropy-preserving cutting, which additionally ensuresthat the entropy of the subdivision is increased by atmost an additive constant.The input to our algorithm is a polygonal subdivi-sion S and the probability pz of the query point lying ineach cell z 2 S. We assume that the probability of thequery point lying in the unbounded face of S is zero. Abasic assumption is that each cell of the subdivision isbounded by a constant number of sides. To simplify thepresentation, we will assume that the given subdivisionis the trapezoidal decomposition of a set X of segments.We will also assume that we have complete informationon the query distribution within each trapezoid. In par-ticular, we assume that we can compute the probabilitythat the query point lies within the intersection of avertical slab with a trapezoid.Query times are measured in terms of the timeneeded to locate the query point based on two standardtypes of comparisons. The �rst determines whetherthe x-coordinate of the query point lies to the left orright of the x-coordinate of some point, and the otherdetermines whether the query point lies above or belowsome line. This is similar to the model introduced byAdamy and Seidel [1].2 Entropy-Preserving CuttingsThe main result of this section is to show the existenceof entropy-preserving cuttings. This is given in thefollowing lemma.Lemma 2.1. Let S be a trapezoidal decomposition of aset X of segments, with the query distribution speci�ed.Let n denote the total number of segments in X. For anyr � 1, we can partition the plane into O(r) trapezoidssatisfying the following properties. Let C denote the

subdivision consisting of the O(r) trapezoids, S0 denotethe subdivision formed by superimposing C on the givensubdivision S, and � denote any trapezoid in C.(i) Either � is a subset of some trapezoid in S, or theprobability of the query point lying in � is at most1=r.(ii) The number of segments intersecting the interior of� is at most n=r.(iii) The entropy increase is bounded by a constant, i.e.,HS0 � HS +O(1).Proof (Sketch)Recall that a trapezoid z 2 S is de�ned by at mostfour segments of X ; the segments that support its topand bottom boundaries, the segment whose end pointde�nes its right boundary, and the segment whose endpoint de�nes its left boundary. We �rst assign weightsto the segments of X as follows. Each trapezoid z 2 Scontributes a weight of pz=4 to each of its de�ningsegments. For each segment x 2 X , let w0x be the sum ofthe weight contribution from all the trapezoids incidentto it. Finally, we set its weight wx = (w0x + 1=n)=2,and compute a standard weighted (1=r0)-cutting for X .(Here r0 is a function of r to be speci�ed later in theproof.) We will assume that each trapezoid in thiscutting is bounded from above and below by a segmentin X (it is well-known that such cuttings exist [5]).Let C0 denote this cutting. De�ne the weight of anytrapezoid in C0 to be the total weight of all the segmentsintersecting its interior. By standard results on cuttings,C0 has O(r0) trapezoids and the weight of each trapezoidis at most O(1=r0).We modify the cutting C0 by applying the followingprocedure on each trapezoid z 2 S. If z contains acontiguous sequence of trapezoids of C0, all of which arecontained within z, then we replace each such maximalsubsequence by one trapezoid. It is easy to see thatafter this modi�cation, we still have a weighted (1=r0)-cutting. Let C denote this new cutting. We claim thatC satis�es the three properties given in the statement ofthe lemma.Let � denote any trapezoid in C. Note that theweight of a segment x is at least a constant times theprobability of the trapezoids of S that are incident to it.From this it is easy to see that if there is a segment thatintersects the interior of � , then the total probability ofthe trapezoids of S that have a non-empty intersectionwith � is O(1=r0); this implies that the probability ofthe query point lying in � is O(1=r0). Otherwise � mustbe completely contained within a trapezoid in S.Also, since the weight of each segment is at least1=2n and the weight of � is O(1=r0), it follows that there2



can be at most O(n=r0) segments of S intersecting theinterior of � . Choosing r0 to be a suitable large constanttimes r proves (i) and (ii)Let S0 denote the subdivision formed by superim-posing C on S. Note that the cells of S0 are trapezoids;we use the term fragments to refer to these cells. Byde�nition of entropy and elementary calculus, it can beeasily seen that the entropy of S0 exceeds the entropyof S by at most Pz2S pz log fz where fz is the num-ber of fragments in z. This quantity is no more thanPz2S pzfz. In the remainder of the proof, we will showthat this is bounded by a constant, which will prove(iii).We distinguish between two kinds of fragments inz. Suppose that a fragment is the intersection of z witha trapezoid � 2 C; if � is contained within z, we call it atype-1 fragment, otherwise it is a type-2 fragment. Letf1z and f2z denote the number of fragments in z of type1 and type 2, respectively. In view of how C0 is modi�edto obtain C, it is clear that there must be a fragmentof type 2 between any two fragments of type 1, and sof1z � f2z + 1. ThusXz2S pzfz = Xz2S pz(f1z + f2z )� Xz2S pz(2f2z + 1):(2.1)To analyze this sum let C1 denote the set of trape-zoids in C that are not completely contained withina cell of S. Observe that Pz2S pzf2z is the same asP�2C1Pz2S pz�(z; �), where �(z; �) is 1 if z overlapsthe interior of � and is 0 otherwise. By our earlier rea-soning, for any cell � 2 C1, Pz2S pz�(z; �) is O(1=r).Since the number of trapezoids in C, and hence in C1,is O(r), it follows thatPz2S pzf2z is O(1). Substitutingin Eq. (2:1), we have Pz2S pzfz = O(1), which is thedesired claim. ut3 Search Structure: OverviewIn this section we present an overview of a generic pointlocation data structure. Speci�cs will be provided later.Given a subdivision S, we build a multi-way partitiontree T . The point location queries are answered by asimple descent in this partition tree. Since the degreeof a node in the tree can be quite large, we need tomaintain an auxiliary point location search structure ateach internal node, which is used to determine e�cientlythe child that contains the query point. For this purposewe will employ two di�erent search structures in thispaper. One structure uses O(n logn) space and achievesH + O(H2=3 + 1) expected time [3] and the other uses

O(n) space and achieves O(H) expected time [4].Each node u of T is associated with a trapezoid �uand a subdivision Su restricted to this trapezoid. Theroot of T is associated with the entire plane and thegiven subdivision S. If the subdivision for u consistsof a single cell, then u is a leaf. Otherwise u is aninternal node. Let I denote the set of internal nodes.There are two di�erent types of internal nodes, denotedI 0 and I 00. For a node u 2 I 0, if the subdivision Suconsists of m cells, we create m children each of whichis a leaf representing one of these cells. For a node u 2I 00, we construct an entropy-preserving (1=r)-cutting asdescribed in Lemma 2.1 (the choice of r will be speci�edlater). The node u has O(r) children representingeach of the trapezoids in the cutting. The associatedsubdivision for the children of u is the subdivision Surestricted to the corresponding trapezoid. Note thatthese children are leaves if the corresponding subdivisionhas just one cell, otherwise they are internal nodes.The following lemma proved in Knuth [10] will beuseful in our analysis of the expected query time. Itsproof uses induction from the bottom to the top of thetree.Consider any multi-way tree T in which probabil-ities have been assigned to the leaves. For a nodeu 2 T de�ne pu to be the probability of visiting nodeu during the search (i.e., pu is the total probabilityof the leaves descended from u). De�ne Hu, the en-tropy of an internal node u, to be the entropy of theprobability distribution induced by the children of u.For example, if u has three children and the probabil-ities of visiting these children from u are p1; p2, andp3, respectively (note that p1 + p2 + p3 = 1), thenHu = p1 log(1=p1) + p2 log(1=p2) + p3 log(1=p3).Lemma 3.1. (Knuth) The sum of puHu over all inter-nal nodes u of a tree equals the entropy of the probabilitydistribution on the leaves.4 Analysis of Expected-Case Query TimeLet S be the given subdivision and let T be any multi-way tree for S constructed as described in Section 3.Let I denote the set of internal nodes of T . Let HLdenote the entropy of the leaves of T . Let PI denotethe total probability of all the internal nodes of T , i.e.,PI =Pu2I pu.The following lemma shows that the increase in theentropy of the leaves of T over the entropy of S is nomore than a constant times the total probability of allits internal nodes. This bound holds irrespective of thesizes of the cuttings used for the nodes of T .Lemma 4.1. Let I 00 � I be the internal nodes of Tfor which an entropy-preserving cutting is constructed.3



Then HL � HS +O Xu2I00 pu! � HS +O(PI ):Proof The second inequality in the lemma is trivial.We prove the �rst inequality by induction on the sizeof the subtree. For any node u, let Lu and I 00u denotethe leaves and internal nodes of I 00, respectively, in thesubtree rooted at u. For the basis case, consider a treewith one leaf v. Then HSv = HLv = 0 and the claimholds trivially.For the induction hypothesis, assume that the claimholds for all subtrees of size less than k. Let T be asubtree with k nodes. Let v denote the root of T withchildren vi, 1 � i � d. Let pi denote the probabilityof visiting the ith child from node v. We consider twocases. If v does not have an associated cutting, thenits children are leaves and represent the cells in Sv.Thus HLv = HSv and since I 00v is empty we are done.Now suppose that v has an associated cutting. By theinduction hypothesis, for 1 � i � d,HLvi � HSvi +O0@Xu2I00vi p0u1A ;(4.2)where p0u denotes the probability of visiting u from nodevi. Applying Lemma 3.1, it is easy to see thatHLv = dXi=1 �pi log 1pi + piHLvi�(4.3)and HS0v = dXi=1 �pi log 1pi + piHSvi� ;(4.4)where S0v denotes the subdivision formed by superim-posing the cutting for v on Sv. Using Eqs. (4:2), (4:3),and (4:4), we obtainHLv � dXi=10@pi log 1pi + pi 24HSvi +O0@Xu2I00vi p0u1A351A= HS0v +O0@ Xu2I00v nv pu1A ;where pu denotes the probability of visiting u from nodev. Lemma 2.1 implies that HS0v � HSv +O(1). ThusHLv � HSv +O(1) +O0@ Xu2I00v nv pu1A

= HSv +O0@Xu2I00v pu1A ;since pv = 1 (because it is the root of the subtreeunder consideration). This completes the proof byinduction. utIn the next lemma we establish a general bound onthe expected query time using tree T . Note this boundholds irrespective of the sizes of the cuttings used forthe nodes of T .Lemma 4.2. Let I1 and I2 denote the set of internalnodes of T that are associated with point location searchstructures (to determine which child to visit) that guar-antee expected query times of Hu + O(H2=3u + 1) andO(Hu), respectively. Here Hu denotes the entropy ofthe corresponding node u. Then the expected query timeusing T is at mostHS +O �PI �H2=3S + 1��+O Xu2I2 puHu! :Proof The expected query time is at mostXu2I1 pu hHu +O �H2=3u + 1�i+ Xu2I2 pu[O(Hu)]= Xu2I1 puHu +O Xu2I1 pu hH2=3u + 1i!+O Xu2I2 puHu! :We can simplify the �rst term as Pu2I1 puHu �Pu2I puHu = HL, where we have used Lemma 3.1. ByLemma 4.1, this is at most HS +O(PI ).The second term can be written asXu2I1 pu hH2=3u + 1i � Xu2I pu hH2=3u + 1i= PI  Xu2I puPI hH2=3u + 1i!� PI 0@"Xu2I puPIHu#2=3 + 11A :Using Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1, this is at most P 1=3I (HS +O(PI ))2=3 + PI , which is at most P 1=3I H2=3S + O(PI ).Putting it all together, the expected query time is atmost HS +O(PI (H2=3S + 1)) +O �Pu2I2 puHu�. ut4



The following lemma shows that if the entropy is notvery small, then we can provide expected query time ofHS + o(HS) using linear space. For a node u in T , letdu denote its degree (i.e., number of its children).Lemma 4.3. If HS � log logn, then we can construct asearch structure that answers point location queries inexpected time HS +O(H2=3S + 1) using O(n) space.Proof We build a 4-level search tree T as follows.We construct an entropy-preserving cutting for the root(level 1) using r = n= logn, and for the internal nodesat level 2 using r = logn= log logn. For any internalnode u at level 3, we do not compute a cutting, insteadit has a child corresponding to each cell in Su. For anyinternal node u at level 1 (root) and level 2, we usethe O(du log du) space auxiliary search structure thatprovides expected query time of Hu + O(H2=3u + 1).For any internal node u at level 3, we use the O(du)space search structure that provides expected querytime O(Hu).Applying Lemma 4.2 it follows that the expectedquery time isHS +O(PI (H2=3S + 1)) +O Xu2I2 puHu! :The sum of the probabilities of the nodes at any onelevel is at most one. Thus, PI is at most 3, andPu2I2 pu � 1. Thus the expected query time is at mostHS + O(H2=3S + 1) + O(maxu2I2 Hu). By Lemma 2.1,it follows that the number of segments intersecting theinterior of a trapezoid associated with an internal nodeu at level 3 is at most log logn, and so Hu can be atmost O(log log logn) = O(log(HS)). Thus the expectedquery time is bounded by HS +O(H2=3S + 1).It is easy to check that the total space used byauxiliary search structures at each of the levels 1, 2, and3, is O(n). Thus the total space used is also O(n). utLet log(i) n denote the function obtained by iter-ating the log function i times, i.e., log(0) n = n andlog(i) n = log(log(i�1) n) for i > 0. The proof of theabove lemma can be easily generalized under the con-dition that HS � log(c) n, where c is any constant, andthe same bounds continue to hold. However if the en-tropy is extremely low, it is not clear how to achievelinear space. But as the following lemma shows we canstill achieve a signi�cant space reduction.Lemma 4.4. We can construct a search structure thatanswers point location queries in expected time HS +O(H2=3S + 1) using O(n2O(log� n)) space.

Proof By Lemma 4.3, the theorem is obviously true ifHS � log logn. So let us assume that HS < log logn.We build a search tree T for the subdivision S as follows.We construct entropy-preserving (1=r)-cuttings for allinternal nodes of T , where the parameter r dependson the level i as r = log(i�1) n= log(i) n. The pointlocation structure used for each internal node u usesO(du log du) space and ensures expected query time ofHu + O(H2=3u + 1).By Lemma 2.1, the complexity of the subdivisionassociated with the internal nodes at level i is at mostlog(i�1) n, which implies that the depth of T is at mostlog� n. It is easy to check that the space used by thepoint-location search structure at the root is O(n) andthis increases by a constant factor with each successivelevel. Since the depth of T is log� n, the total space usedis O(n2O(log� n)).By Lemma 4.2, the expected query time is HS +O(PI (H2=3S + 1)). In the remainder we will show thatPI is bounded by a constant, which implies the desiredbound on the expected query time and completes theproof.To show the bound on PI , we will establish that thetotal probability of the internal nodes at any level i, 2 �i � log� n, is no more than 1=2i. Summing over all thelevels, it will follow that PI is bounded by a constant.For the sake of contradiction suppose that for somei � 2, the total probability of the internal nodes at leveli is greater than 1=2i. By Lemma 2.1, the probabilityof any of these internal nodes is at most log(i�1) n=n.Consider the set of leaves generated by these internalnodes. Clearly any of these leaves has probability atmost log(i�1) n=n. Thus the contribution to the entropyof these leaves is at least (1=2i) log(n= log(i�1) n). Recallthat i � log� n. ThusHL � 12log� n �logn� log(i) n�� logn� log logn2log log logn= lognlog logn � 1:(4.5)However, since the depth of T is at most log� n, PI isat most log� n, and so by Lemma 4.1, HL is at mostlog logn+log� n. This contradicts Eq. (4:5). Hence thetotal probability of the internal nodes at level i; i � 2,is at most 1=2i. utTheorem 4.1. We can construct a search structurethat answers point location queries in expected timeHS +O(H2=3S + 1) using O(n log� n) space.5
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